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Introduction 
CES has been capturing the learning from the Reaching Out, Supporting Families Programme since 2015, 

focusing on: 

• Core components of good family support practice 

• Partnership working within the voluntary and community sector and with statutory services 

• The implementation of family support services within a five-year funding programme. 

 

In September 2021, we hosted a conference to share the learning from the Programme and ask the 

questions, So What? and Now What? This paper provides an outline of the learning, our response to the 

learning and the feedback from participants to these questions. It also reflects back to the reader on what 

you can do next. 

CES gratefully acknowledges the support of the National Lottery Community Fund and the projects funded 

under the Reaching Out, Supporting Families Programme in capturing this learning between 2016 – 2021. 

Other resources connected with this work can be found on our website: www.effectiveservices.org. We will 

shortly be disseminating learning on partnership working and the projects’ implementation of the 

Programme. 

 

 

The Reaching Out, Supporting Families Programme 

The National Lottery’s Reaching Out, Supporting Families Programme invested £25 million in 36 projects 

over five years. A third of those projects received funding for an additional two years. The projects were 

diverse in the families they supported and how they delivered their services, but all were tasked with 

working towards the following three outcomes: 

 

 

The Three Programme outcomes: 

 

 More children and their families will have greater skills, knowledge and 

understanding to overcome adversity 

       More children and their families will come together to learn 

       More children and their families will be part of the community that they live in 

  

http://www.effectiveservices.org/


 

 

What difference did the Reaching Out, Supporting Families 
Programme make? 

 

       
 

 
 
 
 

Change 1: Increased confidence 

A review of the evaluation reports tells us that increased confidence is a commonly reported change for 

families who participated in the 36 projects of the Programme. This is what increased confidence looks like 

for those families… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“I feel better able to help B (son) now. I can go into the school and talk to the school teachers and not feel 
inferior. I used to be very withdrawn at meetings with the Teachers and didn’t say much. I now can start 
conversations and can be me and feel ok being me, which helps me help the kid’s education better.” (Parent) 

 

 

increased confidence 

enhanced wellbeing  

reduced isolation 

 

A review of six years of annual 
self-evaluation reports told us 

that the most reported changes 
for families fall broadly into 

three categories 

Higher levels of self-

esteem – parents and 

children generally 

feeling better about and 

within themselves. 

 

Increased confidence 

in parenting/caring role 

– a better understanding 

of their child’s needs and 

strategies to address 

those needs. 

 

Increased social 

confidence – 

including the ability to 

seek support and 

engage in education. 

 



 

 

Change 2: Enhanced wellbeing   

A review of the evaluation report tells us that enhanced wellbeing is a commonly reported change for families 

who participated in the 36 projects of the Programme. This is what enhanced wellbeing looks like for those 

families… 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

          

“If something is upsetting me, I wait until she [project worker] comes back into school as she is not here all the 
time. When she is not here, she has told us how to cope: ‘smell in the strawberries and blow out the candle’. These 
breathing exercises helps us, and make you feel calmer.” (Child) 

 

Change 3: Reduced isolation 

A review of a number of the evaluation reports analysed to date tells us that reduced isolation is a commonly 

reported change for families who participated in the 36 projects of the Programme. This is what reduced 

isolation looks like for those families… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                     
     “Many families meet up outside the group to do other activities in their local communities.” (Project Staff)  

Improved relationships 
- between children and 

parents, as well as other 
family relationships; 

better communication 
and a greater sense of 

trust.   

Increased ability to 
cope - including 

feeling more resilient 
and reduced levels 
of stress/anxiety. 

Better health - both 
in terms of physical 
and mental health. 

Building 

relationships – 

making friends, 

development of 

peer support etc. 

 

Shared experiences – 

support received through 

sharing knowledge and 

experience in a safe place. 

 

Increased 

knowledge of 

other supports. 

 
 



 

 

What have we learned about  

good family support? 
 

Access the learning paper here 

 

                                                                                

                                                                                                                

 

                                                                                                           

           

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                   
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Presentation of these findings at our  

September 2021 conference can be found here. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Adopts these  
Approaches: 

 
 
 
 

 

It is needs led:  

practical 

 emotional 

social 

A whole -
family 

approach Empowering 
families 

Early 
intervention & 

prevention Partnership 
with 

families 

Peer 
support 

Acknowledges and 
addresses adversity 

Disability / 
health 
issues 

Trauma 

Stigma / 
Discrimination / 

Exclusion 

Poverty 

Isolation 

Acknowledges and 
addresses adversity: 

https://d1j85byv4fcann.cloudfront.net/cesdownloads/ROSF-Capturing-the-Learning-Paper-1.pdf?mtime=20210901171949&focal=none
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CBxpuxrUlM


 

 

What did families tell us? 

We talked to families about their experiences of family support services… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              

                                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

                                         

 
 
 

                                                       
 

At the start of our 
journey with [her], you 

kind of don’t want to be a 
burden on people and 
you don’t know what to 
ask for, you don’t know 
what’s available. It is 

completely… at the start 
you find- you’re in a dark 
tunnel with no torch, you 

have no idea 
 what resources are 
available, who is out 
there to help, what to 

ask for. 

He’s not missing out on 
being a youngster 

because of the challenges 
that are within our family 

at this minute in time, 
you know, and that’s 

definitely down to 
Bolster. 

And even like from the 
point of even learning 
how to play with [my 
child], I feel so much 
more confident…my 
confidence has rose 
massively from Sense’s 
help 

I’m sure I’m not the only person 

in Northern Ireland this has 

happened to. There's a bit 

missing there somewhere along 

the line in communication, 

where [the hospital] should 

have been able to say to Brain 

Injury Matters: “Look, we've got 

a family here. And there's going 

to be long roads ahead.” There's 

a big missing part there maybe 

that's the best way of putting it. 

I feel really strongly about this 

because I would hate to think 

that… I would feel so devastated 

for another mother to feel the 

way I was feeling 

I think possibly had 
more support been put 
in place earlier it would 

have been…I’m not 
going to say it would 

have been easier, but it 
would have taken a lot 
of the pressures away 

I always felt I’ve got 

this I’ve got this totally 

under control, 

everything’s great and 

then when I hit a bump 

in the road then it just 

kind of… it really kind 

of floored me to be 

honest because I wasn’t 

controlling it and I 

wasn’t … I was really 

struggling but I was 

struggling to ask for 

help 

….they allowed me to set 
my own goals and my 

own targets rather than 
them setting for me so I 
was basically only doing 
what I had said myself 

that I wanted to do they 
were just aiding me along 

they were holding my 
hand along the way and 
guiding me in the right 

direction 

Hearing the voices of families - YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqGWtZf9ySo


 

 

CES’ three key messages 

 
The CES team considered the messages emerging from interviews and focus groups with projects and 

funding officers and six years of self-evaluation reports from the 36 projects. Three key messages emerged 

that we believe merit further discussion and a response.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Commissions for outcomes rather than activities 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Early intervention services must be protected alongside crisis services 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Stronger partnership working benefits families experiencing adversity 

 

 

 

  

 

Commission for outcomes rather than 
activities 

 

 

Early intervention services must be protected 
alongside crisis services 

 

Stronger partnership working benefits 
families experiencing adversity 

 

Families experiencing adversity need access to a range of services, at different 
stages. Flexibility from funders and commissioners can allow service providers 

to better support the families they work with, through their journey, using the 
methods that have proved to be most effective. 

Resources and services for early intervention must be protected, even during 
times of crisis. Services that set out to be early intervention need to be enabled 

to fulfil that remit without families falling through the gaps between early 
intervention and crisis services.   

Families experiencing adversity may benefit from a range of services in both the 
statutory and voluntary & community sectors. Good partnership working across 
services and sectors enables smooth transitions and referrals, depending on 

what families need. Building good partnerships requires effort, trust and mutual 

respect, and takes time and investment.  



 

 

So What? 

During the conference, Rethinking Family Support: building connections to strengthen families, we asked 

participants to respond to the evidence and key messages presented. In essence, we asked, “So What?” 

Participants talked about funding, enablers and barriers to funding for outcomes, early intervention, 

partnership working and the role of the voluntary and community sector. We have highlighted some points 

of discussion that reflect their views and contribute to furthering the debate. 

 

Funding family support services 
The discussion in breakout rooms reflected concerns that available funding streams are largely short-term 

and inflexible; funding application favours innovation over proven effectiveness and full cost recovery is 

difficult to get.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Funding for outcomes 

Participants reflected on “the starvation cycle” of short term annual funding. These short term 

funding cycles make if difficult, if not impossible, to measure outcomes that take time to be 

achieved, services need secure funding for longer to reasonably be expected to achieve outcomes 

and to evaluate what change has been achieved.  

Access to consistent funding would enable the partnership to continue, 
better retention of skilled/trained staff and less broken relationships for 
families with the support workers they have built trust with over time. 

 

Few funders offering contributions to core costs and salaries - this means staff are insecure in 
their roles and managers are spending time that could be spent on developing services seeking 

funds to keep the lights on. 

There is a sense that investment in organisations rather than just delivery of services facilitates 

time to step away from “doing” the support work and making time for reflection, building 

partnerships and networks to support families. 

 

Statutory funders fund themselves first… Need for funders to be less siloed and to work 
cooperatively together. 

 

Constantly having to reinvent the wheel and apply for more funding; for programmes that are 

working we need reliable funding and security. With a focus on innovation we forget about 

funding the stuff that is already working. 

 



 

 

  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                   

 

 

 

  

                                                                           

 

 

 

Early intervention 

There was broad agreement that early intervention is essential and needs to be protected so that it remains 

early and prevention focused, easily accessible and joined-up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harder to measure outcomes than outputs – short term small pots of money 
mean you can’t track outcomes over the long term so length of funding is a 
barrier. Longer term funding and flexibility is a major enabler.  

 

Partnership working encumbered by targets (helped by working to outcomes). “I don’t want to 
refer over to that service because they will disappear from my numbers.”  Funding for outcomes: 
Don’t think about how many people you helped – big numbers are attractive - think about what 
the change was. 

Statutory services would see that some families are excluded because programmes are only 

funded for X,Y and Z so  they would welcome programmes being more outcomes based to reduce 

the number of families being excluded by funding criteria. 

 

Be mindful of outcomes and measuring and the impact on this on families, constant data 
collection, some aspects of what is collected is very personal. 

Nature of statutory funding is one year cycles - how can you improve outcomes in that time 

period? Short term funding does not always translate into long term funding in spite of evidence 

of effectiveness.    

 

The ongoing challenge of protecting prevention and early intervention 

services is more vital than ever - having a progressive universal one door 

approach which can scale up - down and engage with key additional services 

and yet families are held in a consistent relationship with a universal non 

stigmatising service.....but where will funding for this come? 

Families come from different backgrounds and won’t know when they will hit that “bump in the 

road” therefore having an established support system in place at the earliest stage is key.  From 

Surestart-school- post primary- moving on.   Links are required in each service, so families can 

move seamlessly between each.   

 

How can we ensure prevention/early intervention services are enabled to do what they were 

designed to do? Leave them (services) alone and let them do what they are doing, less 

monitoring stats etc Need to consider administrative burden on services. 

 

The cost of a worker is a lot less than the cost of keeping a child in care.  

 



 

 

Partnership working 

There was robust discussion about partnership working in the breakout rooms which reflect the findings of 

our forthcoming learning paper on partnership. It requires effort, mutual trust and respect and has the 

potential to expand and improve services for families.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

There is legislation in NI to mandate Departments and agencies to work 

together for better outcomes. This does not seem to be realising its 

potential yet. Good structures such as CYPSP exist 

 

What actions are necessary to build effective partnership working within the V/C sector and 

between the V/C sector and statutory sector? It takes all partners to see the value of each other. 

Takes a long time to build – coming to the table with openness and willingness to share for the 

benefit of the partnership and families and not focusing on what your organisation can ‘get out 

of’ a partnership.   

 

Partnership needs to be at all levels in an organisation; on the ground, middle management, and 
senior leaders.  When resources are stretched and teams understaffed you’re fighting fires so 
time for partnership is limited – making sure there is time and staffing levels to enable people to 
do their jobs well AND have the time to develop and maintain partnerships.  

 

Building effective relationships creates such a strong foundation for innovation, problem-solving 
and sustainability. 

Need more respect for the C&V sector and lose the old view that the statutory are the 
professionals... We need to recognise each other’s skills and expertise. It will help us do our 
jobs better. Families suffer when it doesn’t happen. 
 
Trust mutual respect and equality across the sectors are key to building effective partnership 
working. 



 

 

Now What?  

During the conference, we talked to a panel of representatives from three government departments, the 

voluntary and community sector and the National Lottery Community Fund about the future implications of 

what we heard from the research, from the partnerships and from parents. Their perspectives challenge 

current funding patterns, directing of funds towards crisis intervention and traditional relationships between 

funder and service provider. 

Sandra McNamee, National Lottery Community Fund Board Member 

 

 

 

 

 

Seamus McAleavey, Chief Executive NICVA 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul Brush, Director of Early Years, Department of Education 

 

 

 

 

 

Marc Baillie Family Policy Unit, Department of Health. 

 

 

 

We really believe that you listen to grant holders and trust them, because they know better about the communities 

they are working with, they know about the families and what the needs are. We needed to listen to them and be 

flexible in terms of trusting them to do what they felt was right in terms of the areas of work that they work in. That 

flexibility has been really important because some projects have had to completely change how they work (during 

the pandemic). The biggest learning for us has been listening. Listening and flexibility – I cannot emphasise that 

enough. 

 

Early intervention is one of the ways to cut off huge costs in terms of the future because the state always has to 

pick up the tab when things are at their worst. When you are placing children in care, taking people into hospital. 

putting people in prison, all that becomes very expensive, whereas early intervention can save a lot of that. We’re 

talking about smart solutions in tough times. It is imperative we get back to longer funding cycles to allow proper 

planning and the proper use of money – money is wasted when it’s not planned for properly.  

 

The Fair Start Report was published in the summer (2021). More than half of its recommendations are on 

refocusing and reorientating our funding to the early years. 13 actions are around building better links with families 

from the word go. We are embarking on work to define how we take that forward and it is a perfect opportunity to 

take forward much of the learning you have been telling us about this morning… It has been endorsed by the 

Executive so it will be a high profile piece of work that has the potential to be transformational for children in those 

very early years and I think this work can influence it. 

 

If I could change one thing, it would be the fact that I can only commission things for one year at a time and I don’t 

know how you can invest in long term positive outcomes on that basis. That’s one of the strengths of this 

(Reaching Out, Supporting Families) Programme…As I look to the future and I see a budget for 2022-2025, I hope 

that gives us the flexibility we need to be able to deal with people when they are at crisis point, but also make sure 

we are investing for that future saving to support people to stay out of the system.  

 



 

 

 

Moira Doherty Deputy Secretary for Engaged Communities Group in the Department for 

Communities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The challenges for funders and decision makers are clearly outlined above. Our research suggests these 

could also include investment in services in the middle ground - to ensure early intervention services are 

enabled to continue to do that work - and funding organisations to develop outcomes based self-evaluation 

and governance capacity. 

The conference also highlighted challenges for those who are delivering services in voluntary & community 

and statutory services:  

• Partnership working – takes time and mutual respect, but it brings additional value for families, 

communities, practitioners and organisations. 

• Early intervention work – needs to be actively protected. 

• A relationship-based partnership approach to working with the whole family, family empowerment 

and peer support – families tell us these help them. 

• A demonstrable outcomes focused model of working – supports organisations to describe the 

difference they are making and to understand what works and what does not. 

While challenges remain, we celebrate the difference the programme has made in the lives of children and 

families across Northern Ireland during the last six years. 

In his remarks during the panel discussion, Marc Baillie, Family Policy Unit, Department of Health, said: 

 

 

Our job is to create an enabling environment and removing barriers to allow those who are most expert and are 

closest to the issues to deal with them. That’s were we, in government, can add the most value. 

Early intervention – the evidence is there, that’s what works and we need to build a system around that rather than 

look at the existing system and say ‘how do we shoe-horn things into this?’  

How do we bend the spend so investment goes where it is most needed and where we know it will have the most 

impact and have that upstream attitude? But also, long term, because we hear over and over again that the 

starvation cycle of annual funding is actually counter-productive and can undermine. In some cases, people have 

said we would be better off doing nothing that doing something for twelve months and having a cliff edge, putting 

people on protective notice and not being able to give families and communities assurance that the support will 

continue. That’s a message we need to be putting very, very clearly to ministers and others. 

 

 

From a Department of Health perspective, well done and congratulations to everybody who 

has been involved in this programme… I can say with absolute certainty that without the 

support that has been offered throughout this programme, some pretty horrendous things 

would have happened to some of the families who have received support… I think you know 

where some of these families end up if they are not properly supported, so thank you. 

 


